Examples of C-level student work

Task 2

No questions have risen for me as I read the chapter.

- None at all?

I noticed in this chapter that it was shorter than eight and it had a completely different story line. I also noticed that we learn the three declensions this chapter.

- We learn the 3rd declension, not 3 separate ones. :)

My understanding for this chapter came with writing down the vocab and reading through the story twice.

- How would you describe your understanding?

One though that went through my mind is the words for white and black were not quite what I was expecting.

- Why not?

LATIN SUMMARY?

Task 6

The podcast helped me understand what new things were in this chapter that I could not read in the book.

- For example?

The two things I learned from the Culture in Context is the the she wold nursed the babies to health and that they became wolves themselves, or at least they thought they were.

- Romulus and Remus became wolves themselves???

It enhances my understanding for the part about the she wolf in the chapter that was supposed to be scary and scare the sheep.

- What about all of the information about agriculture?
No questions have risen for me at this time, but I'm sure I will have some tomorrow.

I can not really think of anything she can do to help me at this time!

I will improve on my understanding for using the verb first to understand where the subject is and it's number, case and gender.

- okay.